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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose here is to prove new theorems on the eventual uniform- 
asymptotic stability (hereafter called EvUAS-see Definition 2.4) of the 
origin 0 for the ordinary differential equation 
G-9 x’ = f(t, x) + g(t, x), 
given that 0 is EvUAS for the equation 
w s’ = f(t, x), 
and that f and g satisfy certain conditions. We always assume that f and g are 
at least continuous from [0, CO) x R” to Rd. Assume temporarily that the 
solutions of (P) are unique but do not assume that the zero function is a 
solution of (P). In fact EvUAS is a natural generalization of uniform asymp- 
totic stability in which it is not assumed that the zero function is a solution 
(Lemma 2.7). 
One main result (see Theorems 4.4, 5.2, 6.1 and 7.1) is 
THEOREM A. Let 0 be EvUAS for (E). Then 0 is EvUAS for (P) if 
(i) f is Lipschitx and g is diminishing, or 
(ii) f is periodic and g is diminishing, OY 
(iii) f is inner product and g is absolutely diminishing, or 
(iv) f is linear and g = g, + g, , where g, is absolutely diminishing and 
gz = 41 x I>* 
Corollaries 4.5 and 7.4 may be summarized as 
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THEOREM B. Let 0 be EvUAS for (E). Let f be Lipschit~ or peGodic. 
Then 0 is EvUAS for 
x’ = f(t, x) + h(t) (1.1) 
if and only if h is diminishing. In fact if h is not dinlinishing, then EO solution of 
(1.1) calz approach Zero as t + Co. 
Both implications of Theorem B are false (Example 5.7) for inner product f 
and for linear f. Furthermore (Example 5.3), there exist (exponentially) 
diminishing functions g and there exist functions f which are both inner pro- 
duct and linear such that 0 is exponentially stable for (E) but not EvUAS 
for (P). 
The third result (Example 8.2) shows that, in Theorem A, the conditions 
on f cannot be weakened too much. 
THEOREM C. There exists a function f which is u?ziJbrmly conti+zzwus and 
locally Lipschitz o~z [0, CD) x R1 such that 0 is exponentially stable for (E) 
but not EvUAS for (P) ifg(t, x) = y(x)e-fit f OY each fl > 0 an.d each continuous y 
satisfJ$ng y(x) > 0 for x > 0. 
The final result (Theorems 4.9, 5.8, and 7.2) which we state here shows 
results such as those in Theorem A cannot be obtained by assuming that g is, 
in some sense, small in x. 
THEOREM D. Let d 3 2. Then fey each conti?ztwus function g(x) + 0, 
there exists a continuous function f (x) suclz that 0 is UASjfw (E) but not for (P). 
If g is Lipschitx, tizelz so i.s f. 
Theorem A generalizes the following result, obtained in stages by Malkin 
([4], $ l.S), Vrkoc [13], Wexler [24], Yoshizawa ([15], p. 130), Krasovskii 
([6], p. 102) LaSalle and Rath [7], and Strauss and Yorke [II]: 
THEOREM. If 0 is UAS for (E), if f is Lipschitz, and if g is absolutely 
dirzinishing, then 0 is EvUAS for (P). 
Theorem A also generalizes the following result, obtained in stages by 
Poincare, Liapunov, Perron, Coddington and Levinson (121, 5 13), Brauer [I], 
and Strauss and Yorke [II]: 
THEOREM. Let A be a constalzt matrix. If 0 is UAS for x’ = 4x and if 
g =g1 +g2, wlzere g, is absolutely dimi?zishifzg and g, = oil ?c I), then 0 is 
“eventually asymptotically stable” fey (P). 
More detail on the contributions of the above authors is given in 5 4 
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and 3 6. There do not seem to be any results in the literature for f merely 
periodic or inner product. 
Definitions of the above concepts are given later, mostly in 4 2. Roughly 
speaking, g is absohitely diminishing (see Def. 2.18) if, for each 0 < m < 
and g is diminishing (see Def. 2.19) if g is absolutely diminishing or if g 
continuous in x uniformly with respect to t 3 0 and for each fixed x satisfying 
O<Ixl <I, 
sup O<u<l / /;g(s, x) ds ( + 0 as t+oo. 
In a practical problem one may know that 0 is, for example, EvUAS and 
that f satisfies some property, for example, periodicity. One may ?lot know any 
more about the unperturbed system. It makes sense, therefore, to ask what 
perturbations preserve the EvUAS of 0 for every periodic f, In other words, 
one wants conditions on admissible perturbations g which do not depend on 
a particularf b t u ra th er on a certain property off. This is our approach here. 
To better understand the relationship between properties off in (E) and the 
conditions for admissible perturbations g, we use the apparently new concept 
of perturbation classes, described in $ 2. 
Actually, uniqueness is not needed in the previous results and is not 
explicitly assumed in the subsequent sections. It is sometimes implied as we 
now see. Assume 0 is EvUAS for (E). In the case where f is Lipschitz, (E) 
has unique solutions but the zero function need not be a solution of (E). If f 
is periodic, the zero function is a solution (Lemma 7.3) but (E) need not have 
unique solutions. If f is linear, (E) has the zero solution and uniqueness; 
while if f is inner product, (E) need have neither the zero solution nor 
uniqueness. 
Finally, we remark that most of the results given here can be extended 
without difficulty to the case of global uniform-asymptotic stability. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let Rd denote Euclidean d-space and let 1 * j denote any d-dimensional 
norm. We shall use 11 . II for the Euclidean norm and (x, y> for the inner 
product of x and y in Rd, i.e., (x, y} = C xiyi . Hence 11 x iI2 = (x, x). 
For r > 0 let S, = {X E Ra : 1 N 1 < r}. When a sequence (a,> is subscripted 
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by the letter n, it will be implicitly assumed n = 1,2, 3?..., and a, --f n will 
meann,-+aasn--+co.Detine 
.YFo = {continuous functions f : [0, 00) X Rd --j Rdf. 
Consider (E) and (P), when f and g belong to Tc . Denote any such solution 
of (E) at time t by ~(t; t, , x0) and any such solution of (P) at time t by 
y(t; t, , x,,). The following Gronwall inequality will be useful later. 
LEMMA 2.1. If r(t) and p(t) are contiwous for t > t, , if c > 0 and b >, 0, 
and if 
(2-l) 
then 
t r(t) < cebft-V + p(s) e*(t-3) ds (t 3 to). 
to 
We now turn to the definition of the stabilities that we shall use later. The 
following definitions are stated for (E). Of course, they apply to (P) as well. 
If the solutions of (E) are unique to the right, (that is, x(t; t, , x0) is uniquely 
determined by (to, x0) for t 3 to) then there is no ambiguity in the use of 
x(t; t, , x,,) below. If not, we demand that the conditions given below be 
satisfied for all solutions passing through (to , xJ. Actually we shall never 
assume enough about (P) to guarantee that its solutions are unique to the 
right, In 4 7 we shall not assume uniqueness for (E). We often denote the 
origin of Rd by 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The origin is ez’entually un$ormZy stable (EvUS) if 
for every E > 0, there exists a: = a(<) >, 0 and 8 = 8(e) > 0 such that 
I x(t; &J > x0)1 < E for all /x0/ < 8 and t > to > a. 
It is unifornzly stable (US) if one can choose a(c) = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The origin is eaentuaZZy uniformly attracthzg (EvUA) if 
there exist 6, > 0 and o10 3 0 and if for every E > 0 there exists 
T = T(E) 3 0 such that 
I x(t; to 9 xo)i < 6 for I “0 I < 60 , to 3 @-0 3 and t 2 to + T. 
It is wifownly attracting (UA) if one can choose 01~ = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The origin is eventuaZZy uniform-asymptoticalZy stable 
(EvUAS) if it is both EvUS and EvUA. It is uniform-asymptoticaZZy stable 
(UAS) if it is both US and UA. 
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The following propositions illustrate the relationship between the “even- 
tuality” of stability and the existence of the zero function x(t) = 0 as a 
unique-to-the-right solution of(E). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 0 be EvUS. Then 0 is US ;f and only if x(t) = 0 is a 
unique-to-the-right solution. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 0 be EvUA. Then 0 is UA ;f x(t) = 0 is a unique-to-the 
right solution. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 0 be EvUAS. Then 0 is UAS ;f and only $ x(t) = 0 
is a unique-to-the-right solution. 
Example 2.8. For the scalar equation 
x’ E -2.x + e-t (2.2) 
it follows that 
x(t; to , x0) = xoe-z(t-to) + e+ - e--(2t-to). 
Therefore for t > to > 0, me have 
I x(t; to, x0)1 < / x0 / + 2e-to 
and for T > 0 and to > 0, we have 
1 s(t, + T; to , x0)1 < I x0 / eMzT + e-= + e-2T 
so that 0 is EvUS and UA for (2.2). H owever, the zero function is not a 
solution of (2.2). This shows that the converse of Lemma 2.6 does not hold. 
It will be convenient later to have the definitions of stability stated in terms 
of limits. 
LEMMA 2.9. The origin is EvUS for (E) ifa~d on& if 
lim (sup [ x(t + to ; to, x0)1) = 0. 
Jn,l+O t>o 
tO*)m 
It is EvUA if and only if there exist So > 0 and 01~ > 0 szcch that 
In this paper we want to consider those perturbations g which preserve 
EvUAS for every function f belonging to some preassigned class. 
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DEFINITION 2.10. Let 9Csc . Define the perturbation classes B = G(S) 
and X = R(9) by 
S = (g E SC : VIE 9, 0 is EvUAS for (E) 2 0 is EvUAS for (P)>, 
Se = (b E %‘(3r) : h is independent of x>. 
It is easy to prove the following properties of 6 and X. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let TlC$,. Then ~(~l)~ s(s;,) and~%(~l)T)X(%,). 
LEMMA 2.12. g(s) = nr,9s({f}). 
LEMMA 2.13. Let 3; be closed under addition. Let g, and g, belong to 
3; A G(9). Then g, + g, belongs to G(3). 
It turns out that for the classes 5 that we consider here, the perturbation 
classes Q(3) and X(3) contain the “diminishing functions” and apparently 
little eke of interest. 
DEFINITION 2.14. Let h : [0, oo) -+ Rd be continuous. Then h is 
absolutely diminishirzg if 
s 
t+1 
/ h(s)\ ds+O as t+m. (2.4) 
t 
For example if 1 h(t)1 + 0 as t + 03 or if 
s 
O” / h(t)lp dt < co forsome pal, P-5) 
0 
then h is absolutely diminishing. Relation (2.4) follows from (2.5) by Holder’s 
inequality, since 
DEFINITION 
diminishing if 
/ h(s)1 ds < [j:” ( h(s)IP d.~]“~+ 0 as t --+ co. 
2.15. Let It : [0, co) + Rd be continuous. Then Iz is 
sup 
O<u<l 
Ij:“h(s)dsl+O as t+co. 
Of course if h is absolutely diminishing then h is diminishing. The function 
q(t) = (t sin P, t cos t3, 0 ,..., 0) 
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satisfies (2.6) but not (2.4) because j] q(t)]1 = t. Thus a diminishing function 
need not be absolutely diminishing. In fact, the function t-$(t) is bounded, 
diminishing, and not absolutely diminishing. More details are given here in 
Example 5.3 and also in ([II], Example 4.5). 
To extend Definitions 2.14 and 2.15 to functions which depend on X, 
we need the following. 
DEFINITION 2.16. Let X, be the class of monotonic, non-negative 
functions b(e) defined on [0, co) such that b(p) + 0 as p --f $0. 
DEFINITION 2.17. Let X, be the class of monotonic, non-negative 
functions c( .) defined on [0, co) such that c(t) + 0 as t -+ co. 
DEFINITION 2.18. Let g E .Fo . Then g is absolutely diminishing if for 
some Y > 0 and every m satisfying 0 < m < Y, there exists an absolutely 
diminishing function la, such that 
I At, 41 G h,(t) for all t>o and m<lxl <r. 
Coppel ([J], p. 97), Hartman ([.5], p. 286), Krasovskii ([6], p. lOl), LaSalle 
and Rath [7], Miller [9], and possibly others have used functions satisfying 
Definition 2.18 for m = 0 in perturbation theorems. The example 
g(t, x) = t(t2 x2 + I)-1 h s ows that an absolutely diminishing function need not 
satisfy Definition 2.18 for m = 0, becauseg(t, 0) = t but if 0 < m < 1 x / < Y, 
then 
1 g(t, .x)1 < t(t2m2 + 1)-l -+ 0 as t-p co. 
DEFINITION 2.19. Let g E SC . Then g is diminishing if for some r > 0 
and each fixed x satisfying 0 < I x / < r, 
sup O<u<l I/yg(s,s)dsI+O as t-+cn, (2.7) 
and furthermore if for some 6 E X, and for each m satisfying 0 < m < r 
there exists an absolutely diminishing function h, such that for every 
t30,rn~lxIdP,andmdlyIdr, 
I At, 4 -At, r)l G b(l x -Y I) + hn(t). (2.8) 
If g is absolutely diminishing then g is diminishing, because we may choose 
b 3 0 and use I g(t, X) - g(t, y)I < j g(t, x)I + I g(t, y)]. Note that (2.8) 
is satisfied by any function g which is continuous in x uniformly with respect 
to t for t > 0 (choose 12, = 0), and (2.7) is satisfied if g(*, X) is a diminishing 
function oft for each constant x satisfying 0 < 1 x j < Y. A functiong which 
is diminishing but not absolutely diminishing is given by g(t, x) = B(t) /z(x), 
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where each column of the matrix B is bounded and diminishing but not 
necessarily absolutely diminishing and where k : Ra -+ Rd is continuous 
(see also Corollary 4.6). Of course k(x) = 1 is allowed since it is not assumed 
that k(O) = 0. For dimension d = 1, an example of a diminishing function 
isg(t, X) + Czt, b,(t) K,(X), where N is any integer, g is absolutely diminishing, 
ki and bi are continuous real valued functions, and bi are bounded and dimin- 
ishing. Although (2.7) only requires that g is diminishing for each constant X, 
the next lemma shows that (2.8) implies that g is “uniformly” diminishing 
for x in each annulus. 
The proof is a straightforward indirect argument, using (2.8) and (2.7). 
LEMMA 2.20. Let g be diminishilzg. Then for every m satisfying 0 < m < Y, 
it follows that 
sup / j;g(s, x) ds I+ 0 as t + ‘X’. O<u<l 
rn<l."l=zi- 
3. MAIN LEMMAS 
The purpose of this section is to present two lemmas upon which the sub- 
sequent results will be based. The hard parts of the proofs of most of the 
later results are contained in the proof of Lemma 3.1. In $4 and 5 we shall 
use Lemma 3.1 with h = 0. In 5 6 we shall use Lemma 3.1 with h(pj = &J 
and V(S) = e-ss. In $7 we shall use Lemma 3.2, which is a restatement of 
Lemma 3.1 with A = 0. In this section no uniqueness assumptions are made 
on either (E) or (P). 
The first lemma says that if each solution y of (P) is “near” a solution x of 
an equation (E) for which 0 is EvUAS, then 0 is EvUAS for (P) also. 
Lemma 3.1 only makes assumptions on the solutions and not the right hand 
sides of (E) and (P). The main theorems of this paper make various 
assumptions on (E) and (P) and it is proved that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 
are valid. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 0 be EvUAS for (E). Suppose there exist h E X0 and 
VEX, and for some r > 0, each m. E (0, Y), and each 7 > 0, there exists 
F,,, E X, slcch that for each 71 E (0, T], each to > a(~) and each solution y(a) 
of(P) satisfying 
I Y@o)l < S(r) and m < I y(t)1 < r foT to < t < to + ‘Tl 7 
there exists a solution x(a) of (E) such that 
I x(t) - r(t>l G X(1 Y(to)l) 4t - to1 + F,,&o) (3.1) 
for all to < t < to + ~~ . Then 0 is EvUAS for (Pj. 
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Remark. In the above statement U(Y) and 6(r) come from Definition 2.2. 
Proof. We are given a(*), 6(v), a,, 3 0, 6, > 0, and T(e) since 0 is EvUAS 
for (E). We shall produce olP(-), SD(-), CX,,~ > 0,6,” > 0, and TP(.) which show 
that 0 is EvUAS for (P). We do so by proving four claims. 
We may assume without loss of generality that 
so < S(r) < r 
Choose y = y(S,) > 0 such that 
and ql d a(r). (3.2) 
w 40) < 60/4- (3.3) 
Let E > 0. We may also assume without loss that 
E < y < s,/2. (3.4) 
Choose 89 = ap(e) so that 
G’(E) < 6(~/2)/4 < E/S, (35) 
h(sp) v(0) < S(E/2)/2 < E/4. (3.6) 
Then choose 7 = T(E) so that 
~(4 2 T(W2), (3.7) 
h(y) V(T) < sp/4. (3.8) 
Finally choose 012’ = ~(6) so that 
a”(c) > 442) 3 +), (3-9) 
FT.6P(oIp) < sq4. (3.10) 
Claim 1. Let ti > @(G). Then, for every solution y(s) of (P), 
I YW < SW implies I r(t)1 < E for all tl < t < tl + 7. 
Proof. Suppose not for some solution y(a). Let t, be the first point such 
that 1 y(t3)j = c and let t, < t, be the last point such that I y(tJ 1 = 6”. Let 
7-I = t3 - t,<T. Then for all t,<t<t,+T1, S”<]y(t)j <c<r. 
Since I y(tJl = @(E) < S(r) and t, > G(G) >, 01(r), we may select a solution 
x(e) of (E) so that (3.1) holds on the interval [ts , t, + pi]. Then 
I d’(t) - YWI < YI Y(a) 4t - tn) + ~7,SP(tZ) 
< F) 40) + F7,8@) 
< 6(6/2)/2 + sp/4 
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for all t, < t < t, + rr , using (3.6) and (3.10). Thus, using (3.5), we have 
I w d I 4&J - r(tz>l + I YW 
< S(E/2)/2 + Q/4 + s* < 6(E,/2). 
This and (3.9) imply that 1 x(t)1 < l /2 f or all t > t, . Therefore, using (3.5), 
I r(t)1 d I YW - 4t)l + I +)I 
< 6(e/2)/2 + 674 + E/2 < c 
for all t, < t < t, f 7r , which is a contradiction at t = t, = t, f rr * 
This proves Claim 1. 
Claim 2. Let ta 3 up(c). Ify(-) is any solution of(P) satisfying 
i y(t)l < Y for all t, < t < t4 + 7, 
then there exists t, such that 
I Y(h)1 < SP(4 and ifs < t, < t, $ 7. 
Proof. Suppose not for some solution y(n). Then &P(E) < ~ y(t)1 < y < r 
for all t, S. t < t, + T. Since j y(t4)j < y < 6(r) and t, 3 G)(E) 2 E(Y), we 
may select a solution x(e) of(E) so that (3.1) holds on the interval [t4 , t, + 71. 
Then 
I “$td)l G I 4tJ - Y@*>l + I Y@*)l 
s w 40) + F,,@44 + Y 
< %I, + 674 + 6012 < 6, , 
where we have used (3.3) (3.10), (3.4), and (3.5). Furthermore, t4 3 01(r) > 01s. 
Thus, using (3.X), (3.10), and (3.7) we have 
I Y(f4 + T)I < I Y(h + 7) - “(LI + T)l + I “(h + 7) I 
< X(l y(t*)l) +) + IT,&) + @/2 
< 874 + 674 + 672 = S(E). 
This contradiction proves Claim 2. 
Claim 3. The origin is EvUS for (P). 
Proof. Let t, > OIL and I x0 1 < 6*(c). Suppose there were a solution 
y(t; t, , x0) which is not bounded by E for t 3 to . Let sa be the first point 
such that 1 y(sa ; to, x,)1 = E and let sr < sa be the last point such that 
/ y(sr ; t, , x0)/ = Q(E). By Claim 1, since sr > UP(E), we would have 
s?; > Sl + 7. (3.11) 
505/6/3-5 
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By Claim 2 applied to the interval [sI , sa] on which 
SP(4 < I Y(C to > %)I < 6 < y, 
we would have sp - s1 < 7, that is, se < s, + 7, contradicting (3.11) and 
proving Claim 3. 
Claim 4. The origin is EvUA for (P). 
Proof. Choose S,,p = G(y) and q,p = G(Y). Choose 
P(c) = 7 + cd?(e). 
Let to > olop and j x,, 1 < SOP. Then 1 y(t; t,, , q,)l < y for all t 3 t,, . By 
Claim 2 applied to the interval [a” + t,, , cG’ + t, + T], there exists sa such 
that 
oLP(E) + t, < s, < a”(e) + t, + 7 
and / y(~s ; t, , x0)1 < 8”(c). By Cl aim 3, j y(t; to, x,)1 < E for all t > s, , 
and hence a fortiori for all 
proving Claim 4 and Lemma 3.1. 
The following result is actually a special case of Lemma 3.1 (with h E 0), 
but expressed in a different form. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 0 be EvUAS for (E). Suppose that for some r > 0, each 
m E (0, Y), each r > 0, and each E > 0, there exists /3 = /3(m, E, T) > 0 such 
that for each t, 3 /3, each TV E (0, T], and each solution y(a) of(P) satisfying 
I YM -=c @I and m d I y(t) I d y for to < t < to + 71 , 
there is a solution x(e) of(E) satisfying 
I x(t) - .Nl < E for to < t < t, + 71 . 
Then 0 is EvUAS for (P). 
4. LIPSCHITZ FUNCTIONS 
We say that f is a Lipschitz function if there exist r > 0 and L > 0 such 
that If(t,x)-f(t,y)/ <Llx-yl for all t 30 and all x andy in S,. 
Define 
3;,n, = {f E 3;o : f is Lipschitz}. 
For f E sLi, it need not happen that f (t, 0) = 0. Nevertheless, if 0 is to 
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be EvUAS for (E),f(t, 0) cannot be completely arbitrary. We begin with such 
a necessary condition on f in order that 0 be EvUAS. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f E $rip nlzd let 0 be EvUAS for (E). Then f(t, 0) is 
diminishing. 
Proof. Let x(e) be a solution of (E) such that j x(t)1 -+ 0 as t -+ co. Let f 
have Lipschitz constant L on [0, co) x S, for some Y. Then if 0 < u < 1 
and if T is chosen so that 1 x(t)1 < Y for t > T, 
x(f + 2~) - x(t) = 1”” [f (s, x(s)) - f(s, 0)] ds + /l’” f(s, 0) $A-. t 
Therefore t > T 
Thus f (t, 0) is diminishing. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let f E grip and let 0 be EvUAS for (E). Let g E 9, . If y(.) 
is ay solzltion of (P) suclz that 1 y(t)] --f 0 as t + cc), then the faction 
h(t) = g(t, y(t)) is diminishing. 
Proof. Let/y(t)~-+Oast-+co.ForlargetandforO,(u<l, 
i jy & Y(S)) ds / < I y@ + 4 + I y(t>l + L oip,1 I At -I- 41 
+ 1 /:“f(s, 0) ds / . 
The result follows by Lemma 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.3, X(SLip) C {h(t) : h is diminishing]. 
THEOREM 4.4. For the class 3;Lip 
G(9,ip) r) {g(t, x) : g is diminishing), 
X(Zrip) = (h(t) : h is diminishing). 
Remark. A history of this theorem is given at the end of this section. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.3, we need only show that B(5rip) contains the 
diminishing functions. Let f E xFLip and let g be diminishing. Let T > 0 be 
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given by Definition 2.19 and shrink r if necessary so that f has Lipschitz 
constant L on [0, co) x S, . Let 0 < m < Y. Define 
&z*(t) = sup / 1:-y &, y(s)) ds / , 
where the supremum is evaluated with respect to all solutions y(m) of (P) 
satisfying 
m < IY(S)/ d r for t<s<t+u 
and then with respect to all 0 < u < 1. We shall first prove that Em*(t) + 0 
as t + co. Then we shall use Gronwall’s inequality to arrive at an inequality 
of the type (3.1). We shall then apply Lemma 3.1 to obtain the result. 
Suppose I&*(t) + 0. Then there exist E > 0, sequences (un} and (t,}, 
and a sequence of solutions {yl,(.)} of (P) on [t, , t,, + un] such that 
0 < zc, < 1, u, + u. E [0, 11, t, + co, m < 1 yn(s)j <r for t, < s <t, + u,, 
and 
/ j:;g(s, m(4) ds / > 6. 
Let zo satisfy 0 < w < 1, w-l an integer, and 
b(Lrw + b(2r) w + w) < E, 
where b comes form (2.8). Then 
Is 
;l;,I)IUung(s, y.,(s)) ds 1 > EZU 
I n 
for some j between 0 and 20-l - 1, because otherwise 
(4-l) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
contradicting (4.1). Let s, = t, + jwu,, and V~ = tn + (j + 1) wu, such 
that (4.3) holds. 
For t in [sn , vn] 
1 Y&) - Y&n)l < jIn If(s,m(s>) -f(s, O)l ds + / j;nf(s, 0) ds 1 
+ jlm IAs, m(s)> - & Y&M ds + 1 j:. & Y&)) ds 1 
< Lrwu, + b(2r) wu, + H&,), 
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where 
= sup 
O<U<l 
[I jt+uf(s, 0) ds / + / j-:+ug(s, x) ds / + 1:” h,,Js) ds] -+ 0 
t 
WZ<_iZl<T 
as t+co, 
using Lemma 4.1, Lemma 2.20, and (2.8). Then from (4.3) 
EW < j” I g(s, Y&j) - g(s, %&)jl ds -t 1 j’” g(sl Y&d> ds 1 
52 SE 
< b ( sup I Y,(“) - m(sJl) role, + W&) 
s,<te, 
< b(LrwqL + b(2v) wet, + H&J) ecrlc, + H(t,) 
for every 11. Since IC, ---f zdo < 1 and H(t,J -+ 0, and since 
LYWU,, + b(2r) wu, + H(t,) < LYW + b(2r) zu + w 
for large enough 11, we must have EW < b(Lrw + b(2r) w + w) w. This is a 
contradiction to (4.2). Thus Em*(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co. 
Define 
Then E,(t) J 0 as t ---f 00. Let 0 be EvUAS for (E), so that we are given E(*) 
and 6(a). Let T > 0, let TV E (0, ~1, and let to > a(~). Let y(e) be any solution 
of (P) satisfying j y(to)l < 6(r) and 
m < I y(t)1 < y for to < t < to + 7-1 * 
Let x(m) be that solution of(E) such that r(t,) = y(toj. Then if t E [to , to + TJ 
we have / x(t)] < r and hence 
1 a+> - y(t)1 < j@, x(s)) -AS, r(s)jl ds + / jIo g(s, y(s)) ds 1 
I 
t 
< tpLl 4s) - r(s)1 ds + (T + 1) Q&o). 
By Lemma 2.1, / x(t) -y(t)/ < (T + 1) eLTEm(to). 
Since m was arbitrary, the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 hold with h z 0 and 
F T,m = (T + 1) @Em 
Therefore 0 is EvUAS for (P); hence g E G’(ZFLip). The proof is now complete. 
Corollary 4.5 restates the second part of Theorem 4.4. 
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COROLLARY 4.5. IffE gLip and 0 b EvUAS for (E), then 0 is EvUAS for 
Y’ = f (t, Y) + h(t) (4.4) 
if and only if h is diminishing. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let B(t) be a bounded matrix on [0, CD) whose columns 
are diminishing. Let h : lid + Rd be continuous. Then B(t) h(x) E 9(3;,ip). 
Remarks. For functions satisfying (2.8) (even with h, 3 0), we do not 
know whether (2.7) is also necessary for g to belong to G(srip). For functions 
satisfying (2.7), we do not know whether (2.8) is necessary for g to belong 
to G(3;Lip). More specifically, although we have given in Corollary 4.5 a 
necessary and sufficient condition for h(t) to belong to G(grip), we have not 
been able to find a necessary and sufficient condition on B(t) in order that 
B(t)x belong to ~(5;,ip). “The columns of B(t) are diminishing” is not such 
a condition because of Example 4.7 below. 
Exanzple 4.7. We show that if B(e) is diminishing but not bounded, 
then B(t)x need not belong to G($Lip). We consider on [l, CO) the scalar 
equation 
y’ = -y + h(t) + B(t)y, (4.5) 
where h(t) = t2 sin t* and B(t) = (td2 sin t*)‘. 
Since h is diminishing, 0 is EvUAS for x’ = --.T + h(t) by Theorem 4.4. 
Suppose B(t)y belongs to G(%,Q,). Then 0 is EvUAS for (4.5). Let y(a) 
be a solution of (4.5) which tends to zero as t + 00. By Lemma 4.2, B(t)y(t) 
must be diminishing. But 
s 7 B(s) y(s) ds = [eJ~B(s)ds - l] y(t) + 1: [e j’ B(ohfu S - l][h(s) -y(s)] ds, d 
because differentiating both sides with respect to 7 results in the variation of 
of constants formula for x’ = B(s) x + [h(s) -y(s)], multiplied through by 
B(T). Since B(t) is diminishing, B(t)y(t) is diminishing, and ] y(t)/ + 0, we 
must have 
t27:q+l 1: h(s) J:B(u)‘u ds -+ 0 as t + a3. (4.6) 
In fact (4.6) is necessary for 0 to be EvUAS for any scalar equation of the 
form (4.5) in which h is diminishing. In this example 
s 
7 B(u) da = v-z sin T* - s+ sin s*. 
s 
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f 
7 h(s) J B(o)h 
1 
7 
ds = exp(+ sin T”) s2 sin s* exp( --se2 sin 8) ds 
t - t 
= exp(+ sin 7”) 
I 
1 [sz sin s4 - sin2 .r4 
+ &(s2 sin s*)(k* sin2 t”)] Gas, 
where E is between t and 7. Now exp (T-” sin T*) + 1 as 7 ---f CD. The suprema 
for 7 E [t, t + l] of the integrals first and third terms in the above integrand 
tend to zero as t -+ co. The supremum for 7 E [t, t + l] of the integral of 
the second term does not. Thus (4.6) does not hold. This is a contradiction 
to the supposition that B(t)y E g($Lip). Therefore B(t)y $ Q(9,1,) for this 
example. 
A corollary of Theorem 4.4 is: ;f f E 3;r~, , 0 is UAS fov (E), a~d It(t) 
is diminishing, then 0 is EvUAS for (4.4). We can now prove a converse of this 
result. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let f E SLIP and let 0 be EvUAS for (E). Then there exist 
fi E SLIP and a diminishing function h(t) such that f(t, x) = fi(t, x) + h(t) 
and 0 is UASfoy x’ = fi(t, x). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, h(t) = f(t, 0) is diminishing. Let 
fi(C -4 = f(t, x) - f(tt 0). 
Then 0 is EvUAS for x’ =z fi(t, x) by Theorem 4.4, and therefore it is UAS 
by Lemma 2.7. The result is proved. 
If the dimension of the system (E) is one, then s(FLiP) contains functions 
which are independent of t, for example, g(t, x) = -x. But if d >, 2, then 
Q(3iLrp) contains no non-trivial, Lipschitz functions independent of t, in 
marked contrast to the situation for total stability. We say that a functiong of x 
alone is trivial if it vanishes identically in S, for some r > 0. 
THEOREM 4.9. If d > 2, then 9(.FLip) contains no non-trivial, Lipschitz 
function which is independent of t. 
Remark. The idea of the proof is as follows: imagine that g(x) = -x 
for d = 2. We choose a sequence x,, -+ 0 and a disjoint sequence of disks C, 
with center x, . We define f (x,J = ?e, and f(x) = -x outside any disk. 
Thus f (xJ + g(x,) = 0, hence 0 cannot be UAS for (I’). The problem is now 
to define f inside the disks so that it is Lipschitz and so that 0 is UAS for (E). 
This means we cannot alIow a solution to remain forever within a disk, nor 
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can we allow solutions to “re-enter” a disk. We call this construction the 
“pinball machme example.” 
Proof. Let g(x) b e any nontrivial Lipschitz function, i.e., there exist 
x, E lid with 1 X~ 1 --f 0 and g(x 12 f 0. W7e may assume without loss that ) 
I%1 >41 x,+r (. Define /3, = 1 x, l/4. Let yn be defined as follows: if g(a$ 
is not parallel to x, , choose yn = 0. If g(x,) is parallel to X~ , choose yn so that 
<Y?z >xn) = 0 and 0 < IYnl < l%zI. 
This is possible since d 3 2. Note that for any x E Ra (1 x - xn Ij < 2S, for 
at most one II. Hence if we define 
then B,,, n B,,, is empty for ‘rn + n. Define 
-X for s # fi BqL,.2 , 
f(x) = Vl=l 
-(P - 1) x + (p - 2) ‘% for XEA,, 
--xdJ + &n)(P -- 1) + Pb - 1) Yn for x E B,,, , 
where p = /I x - X~ ll/sn . Then f E 3;Ltp . Since f (x3 = -g(x,J, the points x, 
are rest points for 
x’ = f (4 + g(x), (4.7) 
hence 0 is not EvUAS for (4.7). We need only prove that 0 is UAS for 
x’ = f(x) (4.8) 
to complete the proof. 
If x is such that / x 1 = 21 x, 1 for some n, then f (x) = -x. Thus 0 is US 
for (4.8). Since (4.8) is autonomous, we now need only show that every 
solution tends to zero. 
Suppose some solution x(m) of (4.8) does not tend to zero. Then 
+‘2 E 4.2 for some T>O and some N 
otherwise x(t) -+ 0 exponentially as t + cc. It is easy to see that if x(a) 
leaves B,,, , it cannot later enter B,,, for K < N. Outside of every Z&z , 
the trajectory of x(a) is a straight line. Since B,,, is convex, if x(a) leaves B,,, , 
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it cannot later enter B,,, . Thus if x(.) leaves B,,, and does not tend to zero, 
it must enter B,,, for some k > IV. There must exist M and T such that 
x(t) E BN,Z for all t > T. 
Let I-I be the hyperplane through the point xN normal to the vector xN . 
Suppose A(.) never enters the ball B,,, . Then for all t 3 T, x(t) E A,. 
But in A, , (&v’(t), xN) is negative and bounded alvay from zero. Hence x(t) 
cannot remain in A, for all t 2 T, a contradiction. This shows that 
N’r,) cs %,I for some T 1' 
On the surface of B,,, , f(x) = -x~ . Thus if x(*) were to leave B,,, , it 
would have to leave on the side of H containing the origin. From there, x(*) 
could not cross H n B, . Thus .a(*) could not re-enter B,,, . Therefore, 
-v(m) would remain in A, for all future time, which was shown above to be 
impossible. This shows that 
x(t) E BN ,I for all t > Tl. 
Let I’ be the positive limit set of x(e). Then rC B,,l an.d r is invariant. 
Now either g(+) and X~ are parallel, or they are not. Suppose first that 
g(xN) and X~ are parallel. Consider the “Liapunov function” 
V(x) = <x, yH). 
In BATS1 P’ is Cl and 
q4 = w9, Yx) = p(p -- 1) IIYN t/s < 0, 
since (xPJ , yN) = (g(x,), yN) = 0. We thus have that (see Lemma 5 of [IO], 
for example) 
rc {x : V(x) = 0). (4.9) 
But {X : P’(X) = O> == (XN) U {X : I/ X - xN jj = j&l contains no invariant 
sets, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that g(+) and x, are not parallel. Then yN = 0. Let x,,~ be 
the component of g(xlv) perpendicular to xN , i.e., 
zN = i&T) - \I X&T jb,&+N), +>. 
Consider the “Liapunov function” 
V(r) = (x, ZNj. 
In BN,, 7 IJ’ is C1 and using twice the fact that <rr, , zAT) = 0, we obtain 
$4 = <f(x), G> = (p - 1) <g(%q), .+i> 
= (f - 1) 6%) - & <g&T), “TN), ix& = (p - l)ll ZN //a < 0‘ 
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Since g(xN) and JC,, are not parallel, 
{x : P(x) = O} = {x : 11 x - XN II = /5&}, 
which has no invariant subsets. This contradicts (4.9). 
Both of these contradictions violate the supposition that x(t) does not tend 
to zero as t + co. The theorem is proved. 
Remark. Theorem 4.4 has a long history. Malkin showed that %‘(s& 
contains the Lipschitz functions g, satisfying 
fl$ I gl(4 41 + 0 as t-+m. 
x ..i” 
Vrkoc [13] proved that G’(.cF~~,) contains the functions g, satisfying 
.m 
J 
sup / g2(t, x)1 dt < co. 
0 l=l<r 
However both Malkin and Vrkoc used UAS rather than EvUAS for (E), and 
Malkin assumed that gI(t, 0) = 0. Wexler [I#] extended Malkin’s result to 
the EvUAS case. Yoshizawa ([1.5], p. 130) extended the results of both 
Malkin and Vrkoc to the EvUAS case in his more general presentation of 
stability of sets. Krasovskii ([26], p. 102) showed that if 0 is UAS for (E), if g 
is absolutely diminishing with m = 0, and ifg(t, 0) = 0, then 0 is US for (P). 
LaSalle and Rath [7] announced the extension of Krasovskii’s result to the 
case where 0 is UAS for (E) and EvUAS for (P), so thatg(t, 0) need not vanish. 
We [II] proved that if 0 is UAS for (E), if g(t, X) is absolutely diminishing, 
and if h(t) is diminishing then 0 is EvUAS for x’ = f(t, X) + g(t, X) + h(t). 
Theorem 4.4 extends all of these results. The results of Malkin, Vrkoc, and 
Krasovskii mentioned above are also presented in Halanay’s book ([JJ, $1,8). 
Corollary 4.5 was observed previously in [II]. The other results of this 
section are new. 
5. INNER PRODUCT FUNCTIONS 
We say that f is an inner product function if there exist Y > 0 and L > 0 
such that (3 - y,f(t, X) - f(t, y)) <L I/ x - y II2 for all t > 0 and all x and 
y in S, . Define 
5; rnn = (fe .Fc : f is inner product). 
Note that if f E sn,n , then all solutions of (E) are unique to the right but 
not necessarily to the left, as shown by Lemma 5.1 and the example 
x’ = -.$/3* 
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Consider f(t, X) = a(t)%. If f E dLip , then \ a(t)1 is bounded. But this does 
not seem appropriate. No restriction should be made on how negative u(e) 
can be. If fe 9rn, with constant L, then a(t) <L for all t. For example if 
a(t) = -3, then L = 0 suffices, though 1 a(t)1 --+ ~13. These theorems allow 
us to perturb (E) when, for example, f(t, X) = -M3, which is neither 
Lipschitz, nor linear, nor periodic. 
LEMMA 5.1. Letf~Sr, and let g(t, x) be absolutely dimirzishing. Let a >, 0 
ati T > 0. Let x(.) be any soZution of (E) szc& that jj r(t)11 < Y for 
a < t < a + T and let y(m) be any solution of(P) such that 
m < j I y(t)!1 < Y for some m f (0, r) and all t E [a, a + T]. 
Then for all t E [a, a + T] 
II 40 - y(t)ll < [II 44 - r(4ll + 2(~ + 1) fC&ll @T, WI 
where, using Dejinition 2.18, HWl(a) = suptba $+r h,(s) A. 
PrOOf. Let x = SUP (11 x(t) - y(t)/1 : a < t < a -+ T>. Let t ?i [a, U + T]. 
Then, using Definition 2.18, 
<x’(t) -y’(t), x(t) -y(t)> < L II h’(t) - y(t>ii” + &n(f). 
Integrating both sides, we have 
II G> - Y(W d II 44 - YWIlz + W5- “r 1) K&4 
+ j-’ 2L jl x(s) -y(s)\? ds. 
By Lemma 2.1, 
a 
11 x(t) -y(t)l/’ d [iI x(a) -da)li2 + 2x(T + 1) f&(a)] e2=‘, 
The proof can now be completed easily. 
THEOREM 52. For the class Finn 
6(3;& 3 {g(t, x) : g is absoktely diminZshing1, 
CK(SI,,) 3 {h(t) : h is absolutely diminishing). 
Furthermore, X(3& $ X(3;& and S(F& 2 9(FLIp). 
Remark. Whether or not X(3& equals the class of absolutely dimin- 
ishing functions is an open question. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.11 and since 
cx -af(C 4 -f(hY)i < l/x -Yll!If@, 4 -f(~,All, 
we see that S(3rnn) C S(FLip) and X(3r,,) C X(SLIr,). 
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LetfE 8r,, , let 0 be EvUAS for (E), and let g(t, X) be absolutely dimin- 
ishing (with constant Y). Shrink I if necessary so that f has an inner product 
constant L on [O, W) x S, . Let T > 0, t, 3 oi(r), and I( x,, 1) < 6(r). Then 
II x.(c to 3 xO)lj < I for all t > to by uniform stability. Let 0 < m < Y. Then 
for any solution y(e) of (P) satisfying 
m < I y(t; 4, , x,)1 < r for to < t < to + 71 3 
where or < 7, we have by Lemma 5.1 
11 x(t; t, , x0) - y(t; to , x0)]] < a(7 + 1) ezL~Hm(to). 
Since m was arbitrary, the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 hold with X = 0 and 
F 7,m = 2(r + 1) ezLTHrn . 
Hence 0 is EvUAS for (P). Now we need only show that Je(FI,rn) f Je(Trtn) 
Example 5.3. Consider the linear system 
x’ = A(t)x, A(t) = (-: _e;) . (5.2) 
Then a fundamental matrix of (5.2) satisfies 
x(t) = e-t (Fz: -‘OS ““) , 
sin et 
X-l(t) = ,t ’ sin et 
! 
cos et 
-cos et sin et 1 ’ 
Then j X(t) X-r(s)1 < Ke-(t-s) for some constant K > 0 and all t > s > 0. 
Thus 0 is UAS for (5.2). Furthermore , (x, A(t)x) == -(I x (I2 for all x E R2, 
hence A(t)x E Fmn . Let 
k(t) = (z; :I) . 
Then h is diminishing; in fact, for any u > t > 0, 
We also have 
X(t) sl, X-l(s) h(s) ds = [l - e-(t--to)] (zi 1:) . 
Hence for any t, > 0, the solution of 
y’ = A(t)y + h(t) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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through (to , 0) satisfies 
Therefore h E X($& but h $ X(9,,). This shows that X(9,) # XZr& 
and completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Remark. There exists a Liapunov function for (5.2) namely, 
V(% , x2) = xrB + xeB for which IF(xl , xs) = --2t’(s, , xy). This shows that 
the existence of a very nice Liapunov function cannot by itself prove pertur- 
bation results in which g(t, X) is diminishing. 
Remark 5.4. Note that f(t, X) = J(t)x in Example 5.3 is unbounded on 
[0, co) x S, . We think that this has to be the case, because we conjecture 
that if Ssr, is the class of bounded, inner product functions, qsBt,,j contains 
all diminishing fwxtions. 
In $4 we were able to show that the class X(3;& is a vector space over the 
field of real numbers. We did this by precisely identifying it. Although we 
have not been able to identify X(9&, and although we do not know whether 
it is a vector space, we can still prove 
THEOREM 5.5. X(9In,) is closed under addition. 
Proof. Ts;I,, is closed under addition. Thus, by Lemma 2.13, G(Fr& 
is closed under the addition of two inner product functions. Since every 
member of X(3;& is an inner product function, it is closed under addition. 
The following result will be useful later. Of course it is true also for the 
class $;riP . 
LEMMA 5.6. Let f E SI,, . If 0 is EvUA for (E), tlzen 0 is EvUAS for (Ej. 
Proof. Let 0 be EvUA for (E). Choose the corresponding 6, > 0, 
CX~ > 0, and T(a). Let w(t) be a solution of (E), defined for t 2 o,, , such that 
/I v(t)\1 --+ 0 as t + co. (If we knew that f(t, O} = 0, we would choose 
v(t) = 0.) Let F > 0. Shrink E if necessary so that f has inner product 
constantL on [0, oo) x S, . Choose 8 = 8(c) > 0 so that 
36 < min (~e-s~~(c), E, 36,). 
Choose 01 = a(~) 3 o(,, so that /I a(t)11 < 6 for all t >, a. Let t, > af and 
/( x,, !I < 6. Applying Lemma 5.1 withg(t, X) = 0, we see that, if 
II x(t; t, , %)ll < E (5.5) 
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for t,, < t < tl < to + T(E), then at t = tl we have 
II x(t1 ; to T xo)ll G II $5 ; to 3 x00) - &)ll + II Wll 
d (1 x0 - v(t,)ll ezT(c) + E/3 
< Jj x0 11 e*L=(E) + I( v(t,)l( e*=-) + E/3 < E, 
using (5.1). But then 11 x(t; to , x0)11 cannot reach the value E for 
t E [to , to + T(E)]. Thus (5.5) holds for to < t < to + T(E). For 
t > to + T(c), (5.5) holds since 0 is EvUA. Thus (5.5) holds for all 
t > to 3 a(e) and 1) x0 I! < S(E). Hence 0 is EvUS, and thus EvUAS, com- 
pleting the proof. 
We can now show that neither Corollary 4.5 nor Theorem 4.8 is true for 
inner product functions f. 
Example 5.7. Consider the scalar equation 
x’ = #(t, x) = -2tx + 1, 
so that 4 E 9r,, . Then 
(5.6) 
s t x(t; to , x0) = e& &0*x, + e-@ es8 ds. to 
is the solution of (5.6) through (to, x0). It is not hard to show that 0 is EvUA 
for (5.6). 
By Lemma 5.6, 0 is EvUAS for (5.6). Since 0 is clearly UAS for x’ = -2tx, 
and since #(t, 0) 3 1 which is not diminishing, Lemma 4.1, Corollary 4.5, 
and Theorem 4.8 fail for inner product functions. 
Since g(%r,) C B(sL1,), it follows directly from Theorem 4.9 that 
THEOREM 5.8. If d > 2, then G’(Z& contains no nontrivial, Lipschitz 
function which is independe-llt of t. 
6. LINEAR FUNCTIONS 
Define 3Lrn = {f E .Yc : f (t, x) = -4(t)x). For each function f E .FLin ,
0 is UAS for (E) if and only if 0 is EvUAS for (E). We continue to use EvUAS 
for easy comparison with previous results. If k E Zc then we shall write 
k = o(l x I) if 
/il$ 1 x 1-l I qt, x)1 = 0. 
t-tco 
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THEOREM 6.1. For the ckzss sLin 
q3;,1rJ 3 k(t, x) + k(tt 4 : g is absolutely diminishing and k = o(i x I)), 
JqTLiJl) 1 @(t) : h is absolutely dimi&shing). 
Furthermore, X(5=*,) $ Je(SLip) but S(SL*,) and 8(9& are not reZated by 
inclusion. 
As in 0 5, whether or not ~K(3;~r~) equals the class of absolutely diminishing 
functions is an open question. 
Proof. Fix A(t)x in 3;Lr,, and consider 
x’ = a(t)%. 
Let (6.1) have fundamental matrix X(t) and let 0 be EvUAS for (6.1). Then 
we are given a(.) and S(a) and by ([3], p. 54) there exists K > 1 and u > 0 
such that 
1 X(t)X-l(s)\ < Ke-mCf+) for all t>s>,O. 
Let k = o(l x I). Let 0 < 7 < UK-~. Let g be absolutely diminishing for 
some Y > 0. If necessary. shrink Y and increase a(r) so that 1 k(t3 x)1 < 771 x j 
for all t > a(r) and I x 1 < Y. Let 0 < nz < Y. Let t, > I, / x0 / < 6(r), 
and T > 0. Let y(t) = y(t; t, , x,,) be any solution of 
Y’ = 4t)y + ktt, y) -i-g(t, y). (6-2) 
Let 71 < T and suppose m < / y(t; t, , x0)/ < Y for to < t < to + T1, 
Let p = c - KT. Then 
I r(t)1 = I -x(t) Wto> xo + fO -y(t) -Ws> PCs, Y(S)) + g(s, Y(S))] ds I 
< Ke--oteuto j x0 1 + KeAut 
s t ecs[n I y(s)1 + h,(s)] ds. to 
Multiplying both sides by cut, applying Lemma 2.1 to the function 
r(t) = cut j y(t)\, then muhiplying by e-Ot, we obtain 
1 y(t)\ f Ke-fl(t-to) 1 x0 1 + Ke+ 
J 
eE%,,(s) ds 
to 
where 
< Ke-E(f-to) / x0 j + K(T + 1) H,(t,), 
Hence the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 hold with .r(t) = 0, X(p) = Kp, 
V(S) = e-as, and F7,?,, = K(T + 1) H, . Thus 0 is EvUAS for (6.2) by 
Lemma 3.1, Hence g + k belongs to 9(3;&. 
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The function h(t) in Example 5.3 belongs to s($& and not to g(FLin) 
because equation (5.2) is linear. The function 
g(t, x) = (x”, 0 )..., 0) = o(l x I) 
belongs to !?(Fr,n,) but not to G(3;Lip) by Theorem 4.9. Thus 
and neither class contains the other. 
Finally, X(5,,,) C X(sEip) using Corollary 4.5 and the linear, Lipschitz 
function f(t, X) = - X, while X($Li,) f X(Z;Lrn) by Example 5.3. This 
completes the proof. 
For the case /l(t) = 8, a constant matrix, 0 is EvUAS for 
x’ = Ax (6.3) 
if and only if every eigenvalue of A has negative real part. That (6.3) may 
be perturbed by a function R = o(l x 1) has been known for a long time (for 
example, see [2], p. 314). Coddington and Levinson ([2], p. 327) showed 
that if K = o(/ x I) and, for some Y > 0, 
as t+ co, (6.4) 
then all solutions of 
x’ = Ax + k(t, x) + g(t, x) (6.5) 
which have sufficiently small j x0 1 and sufficiently large t, approach zero as 
t -+ co. Brauer [I] improved their result to the case where g satisfied either 
(6.4) or Ig(t,x)l <h(t)lxI for t>O and 1x1 <r and jyA(t)dt < CO. 
The authors [U] extended Brauer’s resuit to the case where g is absolutely 
diminishing for m = 0. Although the proofs of these results appear to work 
also for the case of variable A(t), none of the proofs establish the uniformity 
of the asymptotic stability of 0 for (6.5). While it is true that the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 in [Z1] can be extended to give the EvUAS of 0 for (6.5), and 
while this extension is fairly straightforward when g is absolutely diminishing 
for m = 0, this extension is very long and involved wheng is merely absolutely 
diminishing. In fact this extension turns out to essentially imitate the proof 
of Lemma 3.1. Therefore, since Lemma 3.1 was available, we were able to 
give a reasonably efficient proof, however unnatural it may have seemed, of 
Theorem 6.1. Other results on perturbed linear systems usually are proved 
for bounded matrices A(t) (for example, see ([1.5], p. 121). If -4(t) were 
bounded, however, then A(t)x E gLrP and Theorem 4.4 shows that we could 
perturb (6.1) by any diminishing function. In the general situation, of course, 
we cannot, as Example 5.3 shows. 
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As was the case in $5, Corollary 4.5 breaks down for general linear systems 
because ExampIe 5.7 is linear. Also, as was the case in $5, we cannot identify 
X(3&. We can, however, show a little more than we could in Theorem 5.5. 
THEOREM 6.2. X(SLin) is a vector space oz~er the real numbers. 
Proof. Fix AX E 9Lin . Let 0 be EvUAS for (E). From the variation of 
constants formula applied to x’ = A(t)x + h(t) and from Lemma 2.9, we see 
that for this Jixed function A(t)q X((A(t)zv}) is a vector space over the reals. 
By Lemma 2.12, jie(S,irl) is the intersection of vector spaces, and hence it is 
a vector space. 
In the linear case, however, Lemma 5.6 is false, as can be seen from an 
example due to Massera [a]; see also ([22], Example 4.4). 
7. PERIODIC FUNCTIONS 
We say that f is a periodic function if there exists w > 0 such that 
f(t + DJ, X) = f(t, X) for all t 3 0 and x E Rd. Define 
Sper = {f E 3, : f is periodic}. 
Note that sPer contains the continuous functions which are independent of t, 
that we do not assume f is locally Lipschitz, and that we do not assume that (E) 
has uniqueness to the right for f E Sper . 
THEOREM 7.1. For the class Fper 
G(Sper) 3 {g(t, x) : g is diminishi~zg) 
Jq3;P,l.) = JqS,ip). 
Proof. Let f be continuous and periodic with least period w > 0. If f 
is independent of t, we choose w = 1. Let g be diminishing with constant 
P’ > 0. Define 
where the supremum is evaluated with respect to all solutions y(s) of (P) 
satisfying 
m < IY(S)l G y for t<sgt+u 
and then with respect to all 0 < zl < 1. Then E,,*(t) -+ 0 as t -+ CO just 
as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, except that now one uses the fact that f 
505/6/3-6 
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is bounded on [0, co) x S, (instead of the fact that f is Lipschitz there and 
f (t, 0) is diminishing). 
Define 
Jw> = ;;; Em*(T). 
, 
Then E,(t) J 0 as t + CO for every m E (0, r). Let 0 be EvUAS for (E). We 
shall apply Lemma 3.2 with the constant r/2. Suppose the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.2 do not hold for r/2. Then there exist numbers m E (0, r/2), 
7 > 0, and E > 0; sequences of numbers t, -+ co and u, E (0, ~1; and a 
sequence of solutions yn( *) of (P) satisfying / y,(t,) 1 < S(r/2) and 
m d I m(t)1 d 4 for tn < t < tn f a, 
such that for every solution x(e) of(E), 
I 44 - Y&)I 2 6 (7-l) 
for at least one u in [t Iz , t, + onI. Our goal now is to arrive at a contradiction. 
Let W, > 0 be that unique integral multiple of w such that the number 
& = t, - w,~ belongs to [0, w). By choosing a subsequence if necessary, we 
may assume that f + t E [0, w] and a, + u E [0, T]. Define 
470) = Y& + 4 for all in < t < $ + a, . 
Then for such t, m < 1 &(t)l < r/2 and 
#h(t) = d&J + j:_fb Am ds + Jy;; & MS - %>> & (7.2) 
n 12 
since f has period w. 
We first show that for some 6 > 0 and for all sufficiently large n, we have 
42 < I M4l < y for all E-S<t<P+u+S. (7.3) 
Choose 5 so that 0 < i,’ < m/2 < r/2. Then If (t, x)I < NI for some M and 
for all t > 0 and x E S, . Choose N so large that 
-%n,&, - 1) -=z 512 
andchooseSsothatO<S<land4MS<<.Letti>Nand]t--1 <S. 
Then for as long as m/2 < 1 &(t)l < r, we have from (7.2) 
Thus &(e) exists and is bounded between m/2 and Y on [t” - 6, t” + S] .A 
similar argument works for the interval [Z f u - S, t” + G + S]. Thus 4n(.) 
satisfies (7.3). Let 
G(t) = !;+I & MS - 4) ds. 
n n 
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Then if t’ and t” belong to [z - 6, t” + (T + 61, 
l[‘Jt’) - Gn(t’)] - [&(t”) - GJt”)]i f 24 j t’ - t” 1. 
Therefore the sequence {& - G,} is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous 
on [t^ - 6, t^ + u + 61. Thus this sequence has a subsequence (&$ - Gnj> 
which converges uniformly on this interval to a continuous function +(=j. 
Relabel so that this subsequence is written (+n - G,}. Since 
I Gz(tl G (u + 2) &,,(tn - 1h 
& -+ 4 uniformly on [t^ - 6, 2 + 0 + 61. By (7.2), 
Thus 4(m) is a solution of (E) on [t” - 6, i + (T + S]. Define 
hz(t> = #(t -- 4 for t E I, = [t” + lJ.Aa - 8, f + (r + W, + 81. 
Then $,,+(.) is a solution of (E) for each YZ and j &i(t) - m(t)i -+ 0 as n ---f co 
uniformly for t e 1, . Since [t, , tn $ u,] Cl,‘ for sufficiently large n, we have 
contradicted (7.1). Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 hold. By Lemma 3.2, 
0 is EvUAS for (P). Thus %(gp,,j and X(3;pep) contain all diminishing 
functions. 
The functionj(t, x) = --x belongs to Sper and to %Lip . By Corollary 4.5 
and Lemma 2.12, X(Sper) C X(ZF~Q,). Thus X(.Fperj = Je(ZLiDj and the 
proof of Theorem 7.1 is complete. 
In Theorem 4.9 we showed that if g is any nontrivial Lipschitz function 
which is independent of t, then g $9( ZLip). We did this by constructing f 
such that f E %;Lip , 0 is EvUAS for (E) and 0 is not EvUAS for (P). In that 
construction f was chosen independent of t, so that f E FFer . Since, in this 
section, we do not need f to be Lipschitz, the proof of Theorem 4.9 for not- 
necessarily-Lipschitz g proves 
THEOREM 7.2. If d 3 2, then G(Sp,,) cmtains no nontri&zl continuous 
function which is iadeflendent of t. 
In the following analog of Lemma 5.6, we do not assume a priori that 0 
is a solution, though as the proof shows, 0 is a unique-to-the-right solution. 
LEMMA 7.3. Lt?t f E gper . If0 is EvUA fm (E), then 0 is UAS for (E). 
Proof. Let n(t) be a solution of (E) which tends to zero as t ---t a3. Let 
w > 0 be a period off. Then for each t > 0, 
v(t + nw) ----t 0 as n - co. (7.4) 
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Now v(t + n,) = u(t + nw; ?zw, ~(Pzw)) is some solution of (E) through 
(0, w(m)), call it ~(t; 0, w(nw)). F or each fixed 7 > 0, there exists a sequence 
nk of integers such that 
x(t; 0, w(nkw)) -+ x(t; 0,O) as n, + 03 
uniformly for t E [0, T], where x(t, 0, 0) denotes some solution through (0,O). 
But this means 
w(t + np) -+ x(t; 0,O) as ilk + co 
for t E [0, 71. By (7.4), ~(t; 0,O) = 0 for 0 < t < 7. Since 7 is arbitrary, the 
zero function is a solution of (E) on [0, a). We now show it is unique to the 
right. 
Let y(t; 0, 0) denote any solution of (E) through (0, 0). Define for 
n = 1, 2,..., 
Yn(C 0, 0) = 
if 0 <t <nw 
/;(t - nw 0 0) ; > if nw < t. 
Since the zero function is a solution of (E), so is m(t; 0,O) for each n. Let 
E > 0. Choose T = T(E) 3 0 by Definition 2.3. Choose N = N(E) so large 
that NW 3 01,, + T. Let t 3 IVY. Then 
I YN(C 0, 0)l = I y(t - NW 0, O)l < E 
for all t 3 NW. This means 1 y(t; 0,O)l < E f or all t > 0. Since E > 0 was 
arbitrary, y(t; 0, 0) = 0 for all t 3 0. Thus the zero function is a unique-to- 
the-right solution of (E). By Lemma 2.6, 0 is UA for (E). By continuous 
dependence arguments, 0 is also US for (E), completing the proof. 
Corollary 4.5 holds for periodic functions as we now show. 
COROLLARY 7.4. If f E sPeI and 0 is EvUAS for (E), then 0 is EvUAS for 
Y' = f (t, v) + h(t) (7.5) 
if and only if h is diminishing. 
Proof. The “if” part follows from Theorem 7.1. Suppose 0 is EvUAS 
for (E) and (7.5). By Lemma 7.3,f(t, 0) = 0. Let E > 0. Then there exists 
6>Osuchthat8<~andIf(t,y)l <Eforallt>Oandjy <S.Lety(*) 
be a solution of (7.5) which tends to zero as t -+ co. Choose 7 = T(C) so large 
thatIy(t)l <6forallt>~.Thenif7<tandO,<u<l,wehave 
1 s”” h(s) ds 1 = I y(t + u) -y(t) - j-‘+“f(s, y(s)) ds I < 3~. 
t t 
Thus h is diminishing, completing the proof. 
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8. CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS: SOME EXAMPLES 
The main purpose of this section is to show that 9(5,) and X(3;,) do not 
contain all the absolutely diminishing functions. 
Example 8.1. We first show that if, in the case of non-unique solutions, 
we were to say that 0 is EvUAS when at least one solution through each point 
satisfied Definition 2.4, then we would not be able to perturb certain auto- 
nomous systems at all, in contrast to the results in 97. Define 4 : [ - 1, l] --L R1 
by 
c(zj = jI$(2-* - z)lP (,z - 2-np1)1/2 if 2+-l < z < 2?, 8. = 0, l,..., 
if -1 <z<O. 
Consider the scalar equation 
x‘ = $(.z). G-3-1) 
For each n = 0, l,..., and each t, > 0, there are many solutions through 
(to , 2-9, one of which is x(t) = 2-e and another of which is 
z(t) = 2-” - 2-“-l sin2 7r(t - t,j 
for t, < t < t, $- l/2. For x,, > 0 let .z*(t; to ; so) denote that solution 
of (8.1) through (to, x,,) which is strictly decreasing for all t > t, . Then for 
example, 
x*(t; t, , 1) = 2-” - 2-“-l sin2 n(t - t, - n/2) 
for t, + tz/2 < t < t, + (n + 1)/2. For 0 < E < 1, let n(E) be the smallest 
nonnegative integer such that f < 2-n[6). Then a straight forward com- 
putation shows that, for 0 < x,, < 1, 
z”(t; t, ) x0) < z”(t; t, , 2-“‘“0’) < 2- nw+12-(t-t0) < 4UY02-(t-to). (8-2) 
Thus 0 is weak@ exponentially stable for (8.1) i.e., there exist R >, 1 and (T > 0 
such that for all t, > 0 and / x,, / < 1, 
1 z(t; t, , x,)1 < 34 1 X” / e-s(t--to) 
for at least one solution through (t, , ~~0). Furthermore, (8.1) is autonomous, 
(6 is continuous, and 1 b(z)\ < 2rr [ x / for all ! z j < 1. Nevertheless, 0 does 
not have any kind of (weak) attraction property for 
Y’ = NY> + & Yj 
if g(t, y) > 0 when y > 0. This example shows that in Theorem 7.1 it was 
important that all solutions of (E) behaved properly. 
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Exnmpb 8.2. We now show that, even for exponential stability, there 
exists a locally Lipschitz, uniformly continuous function which cannot be 
perturbed by such nice functions as xne-‘zt, n = 0, 1, 2,... 
Let C$ be as in Example 8.1 and define 
;; ,” <‘o” 2 yx b 3,4 , . 
Then f is uniformly continuous on [0, co) x Rr, If(t, x)1 < 277 1 x / for all 
real X, and a long calculation establishes that f is locally Lipschitz; in fact, 
for some c > 0, 
If@, 4 -f(t,Y)l < cet I x -Y I 
for all t 3 0, x real, andy real. It follows from standard comparison theorems 
and from (8.2) that the solutions of 
satisfy, for 0 < x0 < 314, 
x’ = f(t, x) (8.3) 
x(t; to , x0) ,( z”(t; to , x0) < 4xa2-‘t-to’. 
Therefore 0 is globally exponentially stable, in fact, 
1 x(t; to , x0)1 < 4 I x0 1 2-(t-to) for t>t,>o and all real x0, 
which implies that 0 is UAS. Nevertheless, for every /3 2 0 and every 
continuous + satisfying y(y) > 0 for y > 0, 0 is not attracting for 
Y’ = f(t, Y) + Y(Y) e+, b ecause its right-hand side is positive for large t 
and y = 2-n. This example shows that the various conditions on f in 94-7 
cannot be weakened very much. This example also establishes Theorem C 
of $1. 
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